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Tuesday May 11 meeting
BMUG is thrilled to announce that Mat Vistarini, very
knowledgable Manager of New Wave Systems, East Geelong, will
be our special guest next Tuesday. His presentation is definitely
one not to be missed.
As you probably guessed, we had intended to launch the iPad at
the May meeting, but Apple sold so many in the States — more
than half a million in the first week — that they were forced to
postpone the Australian release. Never fear, we will soon have
iPads at the meeting for you to see and handle!

Tuesday April 13 meeting
This was our last ‘group’session for Term 1, and probably our
most successful yet. Already we can see that we are moving away
from a ‘lecture’ model to real group interaction with many
participants demonstrating discussing their projects and
explaining skills.
Read about Term 2 on page 10
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It probably seems un

usual for someone to
order manuals
from an ocean away
. In my web browse
r I typed a search
that asked for Photos
hop Elements for infre
quent user —
or something simila
r, and ‘BMUG man
uals’ came back.
I was immediately in

trigued because only
a couple of
short decades ago I us
ed to attend (infrequ
ently) BMUG
meetings. Of course
back then BMUG w
as the Berkeley
Macintosh Users Gro
up — as in Berkeley
California.
Ben Johnson,
San Rafael, Califo
rnia

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...
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What do you do with
your Mac?

It’s well worth downloading and playing with SketchUp — try it,
it’s fun! Below, you can see how SketchUp opens — you can see
the red green and blue axes — this is because modelling is
undertaken in three dimensions and in “real size”.

I’m Tufan Chakir, and I’m a
Mac fan.

SketchUp uses simple tools and simple modelling techniques.

One of the most interesting

Anyone familiar with photoshop or photoshop elements will have

ways I use my Mac is in my day
to day work as an Architect and

a head start, and will notice a certain familiarity with the tool
icons. The most commonly used tools can be placed into a tool bar

Urban Planner. I’m in private

and positioned for convenience. I place mine at the side of the

practice, under the banner of

screen.

“POLIGOT — design, planning,
advocacy and visualisation” and prepare design
solutions and applications for permits,
present to VCAT or Councils, and of course
explain those solutions to clients and other

model icons

consultants.
I use a variety of software, but in this article
want to introduce readers to Google
SketchUp.

tool icons
SketchUp is a modelling program. I use the
Pro version which has a companion
program called Layout.
In combination the software allows me to
prepare and present designs, test

3D axes

alternatives and even produce working
drawings or construction documents.
There is also a free version that’s available
at www.sketchup.google.com.
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The model tools are just as simple. I’ve selected the tools I use
most frequently and placed them in the top tool bar. There are
The tool icons are pretty self evident and can be seen
at the left...

many others to choose from.
Standard architectural views can be
selected just by clicking the relevant

One of the most powerful tools is the push pull tool.
This allows surfaces that have been drawn to be

icon:

extruded (pushed or pulled).

This one’s pretty obvious:

The orbit tool allows the model to be rotated - this
means it can be easily moved around to be worked
on.
The guideline tools allow accurate “snap-to”

And this tool allows shadows to be displayed for selected times
and dates. The geographical location of the model can be input
manually (longitude or latitude) or from a drop down menu. This
means modelling can be very accurate...

positioning of lines or other elements.
Zooming is unrestricted allow work to be done in
minute detail if required.

Finally, these tools allow me to work on layers, and to input
accurate dimensions, in addition to the “click - to” drawing that’s

Finally camera positioning and looking around

available...

allows for accurate viewing of the model in a “real
word” context
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So what does all this mean?
For me, this means that I can consider a design in three
dimensions very early in the project. It means that I can easily
and quickly test alternatives, assess shadow impact or work out
window placement based on sun movement. It means I can view
the design from a number of perspectives and easily explain it to
my client or Authorities.

This diagram above shows how the “massing” of a project can be
assessed before too much detailed design work is undertaken.
I also use Google earth to import aerial photos of a site so I can
see how a proposal will compare with what is on the ground and
the neighbours. If an aerial photo is imported from Google Earth
it comes in with its longitude and latitude already established!
!

Photo matching and montaging can be easily undertaken,
although I prefer a more “drawn” flavour rather than
photorealism.
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A model can be “stripped down” or rebuilt to show particular

I think this is a better way of producing planning and design

elements. In this case I might be looking at structural

drawings - the outcome shows pretty much what is proposed in

components and sending information to an engineer about how
we might look at the structure — all accurate and all in 3D:

a meaningful way and is especially useful for helping people
who can’t normally read plans.

For me SketchUp is a better way of producing construction

I can easily produce, from one model, a set of diagrams that will

drawings - there’s less room for error, the problems are resolved

show what a proposal will look like from the street (or any other

before construction, data cannot be “fudged” - if there’s a
problem with the model, there will be a problem during

vantage point). No more assumptions or second guessing!

construction.
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I can do all this and still produce conventional plans and

It’s a great tool in my practice. I’ve always had a strong

elevations.

graphics /drawing and communication interest and find it
interesting that SketchUp hasn’t been embraced more widely by
my colleagues, but I suspect this is perhaps more about old habits
rather than best practice or innovation.
Tufan Chakir
(who fell off his motor scooter recently)

One of my most entertaining exercises has been to take various
views of a model, quite a few in fact, the import these into iMove
and create an animation - add music and output it to iDVD. This
means I can give my clients a full rotating/spinning model with
other data such as sun movement patterns and various views,
with music on a DVD. I don’t do this all the time, but must say
when it is done it is pretty impressive.
So for me, SketchUp is a fantastic tool that allows easy modelling
of real buildings and ideas, easy viewing of the model and easy
testing of options or impacts.
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TOP TIP — using application Help

your Mac, one for whichever application or utility you are

Round the edge of your Mac’s screen, there are many, many tools

presently using.

and icons — probably 40 or more, if you count the Dock as well as
the top toolbar. And each one opens a drop-down menu with yet

Let’s look at iPhoto Help,

more and more panes and possibilities. Althogether there are
thousands of confusing options, though Macs are always said to

for example:

be intuitive to use.

As you see, we can start
by using Search, or if we
want to read more about
a particular topic, we can choose it from the topic list which we
get to by clicking ‘iPhoto Help’:

In some ways, of course, Macs are intuitive, but nevertheless,
most days, we wonder ‘How on earth...?’
And there’s a great place to look for an answer. For many Mac
users, the most under-used tool of all is the application Help
menu. If your first port of call when you strike a problem or
wonder ‘How do I...?’ is a written manual or a Google search,
you’re on the right track, but you’ve left out your best first
alternative— consulting application Help.
For old-timers this still feels like a ’new’ Mac feature, though it’s
now been around for donkey’s years. Once, every application
came with a large bound manual, as did every accessory, but
those days are long gone, and today, software enginners devote a
great deal of time and effort into writing good Help files.

It’s highly unlikely that you will be able to come up with a

How to use online Help

Mail, or Pages, iTunes, or Toast, there is an informative Help file. Do
yourself a favour and go there first whenever you are stymied.
Steve Craddock

You need to understand that although the Help up the top always
looks the same, there are, in fact hundreds of these files stored on

question that’s not answered in the Help file. Whether you are in
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TOP TIP — changing your cursor size
As screens get bigger, it seems to be getting harder and harder to
find the cursor. We all know the feeling — we gesture wildly in
circles, vainly hoping to spot the little arrow against the desktop
background. Incidentally, this is a very good reason for choosing a
neutral ‘wallpaper’ graphic.
Well there is a solution, and it’s hidden in System Preferences:

As you see, there is a ‘Cursor Size’ slider at the bottom, and as
you drag it towards Large, you can see the cursor change size.
Note that your Mac will remember your preferred cursor size,
just as it remembers all your Preferences.
You have to admit this is a cheaper option that getting a new pair
of specs!
Steve Craddock

I say hidden because you will find it in the Universal Access pane,
where you find options to assist people with disabilities.
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BMUG Groups & HelpDesk

Intermediate Macs 1.0 & 2.0 and Advanced Macs will be guided

What’s coming up in Term 2...

through these two useful applications. Prior to this meeting could

President Marnie recently emailed members to let them know that

we suggest that you subscribe to the BMUG iCal Calendar by
clicking the link on the BMUG Meetings webpage.

the Group format and the HelpDesk would be a continuing
feature of our meetings. A syllabus of group topics for the rest of
2010 was included in the email and is also available on the BMUG
website http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/meetings.html

August, Term 2.3 Topic: Learning to help
yourself

Here’s a brief explanation of what you can expect to happen in

Basic Macs 1.0 & 2.0 will investigate the set topic as it relates to
their level and will also the continue to look at the fundamentals

Term 2...

of using a Mac.

June, Term 2.1 Topic: System Preferences

Intermediate Macs 1.0 & 2.0 and Advanced Macs will be shown

Basic Macs 1.0 & 2.0 will be shown System Preferences as they
relate to their level and will also the continue to look at the

just some of the techniques, knowledge bases and help sources
which are available to assist them on their path toward mastering

fundamentals of using a Mac.

and solving their own Mac issues.

A reminder to all Basic Macs group members — have a talk to your co-

BMUG HelpDesk

ordinator (Marg or June) as soon as you feel that you have become
confident in using your Mac, and arrangements will then be made for

As usual the HelpDesk will continue to operate at each meeting.
To ensure that you make the most of your visit, and that

you to move into one of the Intermediate groups.

volunteers give you the very best advice they can, please email
ahead for an appointment and include a brief description of your

Intermediate Macs 1.0 & 2.0 and Advanced Macs will this month

query/problem. help@bellarinemac.org.au

go through the complete set of System Preferences.
Tip: If you have a camera issue, bring in your lead as well as the

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

Note — Individual group members could be called on to explain one or
two of these essential tools to the rest of the group, your co-ordinator will
contact you prior to the meeting to request your help and participation.

camera, and if you have a laptop issue, bring that in too so you
can be helped on your own computer.
Don Patrick

July, Term 2.2 Topic: iCal and Dashboard
Basic Macs 1.0 & 2.0 will also the continue to look at the
fundamentals of using a Mac
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Breaking news — the BMUG iPod Touch
manual is now on sale
The most interesting iPod available
today is the iPod touch, which is
essentially an iPhone without the

The iPad is near...
And so is the exciting BMUG iPad manual. That’s right, from the
day this magical new Mac goes on sale, you will be able to buy a
manual, months before any of the other iPad books goes on sale
Editor

phone — in other words, not just an
MP3 player but an actual pocket
Macintosh. Because it’s so different
from the ‘Classic’ iPod, it needs a
manual for itself, which is now
available.

Pages manual
This new publications is selling well, with interest from all
over., as more and more people appreciate the ease of use of
this terrific program. And BMUG has no competitors in this
field — there isn’t a Pages book on sale! We even offer the
free ‘Advanced’ Pages templates manual as a free
download from the club website.

Who is the
mystery
bonny
BMUG
toddler
on the right,
the
one with the
curls,
looking
at the
swans?

But wait, there’s even more...
The Top tips manual, our collection of
handy hints, has now been reduced to
the standard $5. If you were ‘overcharged’ last month, you are eligible
for a refund.

First correct email answer wins a BMUG manual
of your choice...

As always, it helps if you order manuals

Email Steve...

by email.
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Dear Aunty mac — a letter from the first iPad kid
on the BMUG block...

On p10, Don has explained that the support for running meetings

The ipad is ALL it's cracked up to be. Mine arrived yesterday. I set
it up (dead easy), sorted a US iTunes account to download some

decided unanimously to continue the program.

apps, and played with it a little.

Thank you to everyone who contributed to the debate, and thank

in the group format was so strong that the Restructure Panel

you to everyone who volunteered to become more involved. The
It feels great, has a sort of "unbelievability" about

committee has been very impressed by the quality of the input

it. It's small, yet the screen is crisp and very clear.
Turning pages in books is pretty amazing, passing

we have received.

the scrabble board between us while sitting on the

The main area where a few diverging views were expressed was

couch is just plain fun, and importing some travel

over the HelpDesk concept. Having listened carefully, the

movies I made in iMovie — stunning

committee believes strongly that the current approach is working

I think this product is a winner and is going to change the way

well, and we will be continuing it. We cannot emphasise too
strongly that BMUG is NOT a training organisation and that we

many people use their "computers". It's going to be especially

are not obliged to provide help services at all. If you joined

good for those people that just want to check emails, surf the web

primarily for either reason, I am afraid you were misinformed.

(and eBay!) and watch movies. At our place, we aren't quite
fighting over it, but I've noticed that as soon as it's put down, the
other of us picks it up!
Tufan Chakir

We exist to encourage self-help and to share knowledge. It is
completely unreasonable to expect members with special
knowledge to make house-calls and answer constant phone calls
about members’ troubling issues.

Members’ input positively overwhelming!
Recently, as you know, President Marnie called for more
voluntary support to the work of the committe, and we are

At the HelpDesk, we specifically aim to share skills in
troubleshooting and problem-solving. If we actually ’solve’

delighted to be able to report that we have had many offers of
assistance.

anyone’s problem along the way, that’s a bonus, but it is not the

I won’t list them all here, but one small change you will notice is

As I said on p8, the most under-used aspect of many members’
Macs is the application Help file.
Editor

that Secretary Peter Oakley will be on an extended overseas
holiday break. His place at the front desk with James will be
taken by Pat Hollis, a very able member, who has volunteered to

primary function of the HelpDesk.

stand in.
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TOP TIP — caps lock

The down side of this action is that when you do want to type in

Does it happen often that you have been caUGHT BY TYPING

CAPITALS you must hold down the Shift Key with the same

AWAY, THEN TO DISCOVER A WHOLE LINE IN capitals?

little finger while you create the desired text.

FrustraTED BY THE TIME DELAY IN RECOVERING?
An alternative solution is to be found in the Menu Bar of the
There is a way around this - in

application you are using (Mail, Text Edit, Stickies. Not Pages).

System Preferences.
Select the offending text.
Go to Keyboard — Modifier
Keys,...

Go to Edit — Transformation...

then go Caps Lock — choose
"No Action"...

Choose Make Lower Case.
June Brown
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When did you last check out the BMUG
website?
Don Patrick’s PhotoArt...

On the ‘Links’ page, you will find a growing list of BMUG
members with websites, and if you haven’t looked at them
recently you might be surprised at the range and quality they
present...
Here are just a few examples — click on the title to link to the
website:
Jo-Anne Britt’s blog...

New remote member
Julie Shaw’s pottery...

Andrew
Newton’s
underwater
images...

Dick Johnson’s book
site...
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